
THE LAUNCH TEAM
AMANDA LEE FALKENBERG - COMPOSER AND CREATOR
International award winning composer Amanda Lee Falkenberg has 

recently completed a magnum opus that celebrates past, present and 
future moon explorations, that culminates in a powerful and emotive 

anthem that speaks to the plight of our world today. 
THE MOONS SYMPHONY is a highly programmatic work that is 
steeped in factual science as a result of her consultations and 

collaborations with leading NASA scientists, award winning 
space artists and retired ISS Astronauts.

CHRIS BAKE - CHAIRMAN
Chris Bake has followed THE MOONS SYMPHONY from its very 
beginnings and he and his wife Cynthia have continuously and 

enthusiastically supported the project. Their guidance has been 
pivotal to moving the project forward to where it is today. The Bakes 
support various platforms that promote sustainability, including The 

World Land Trust and the 2041 Foundation dedicated to international 
sustainability conservation that are protecting the world's most 

biologically important and threatened habitats.

RICK BLASKEY - GENERAL MANAGEMENT
Rick Blaskey founded The Music & Media Partnership in 1991 and 

pioneered the link between broadcasters, brands and sports bodies 
with the music industry. He has been the executive producer or many 
of the world's major International sports events and bodies. including 
FIFA World Cups, THE FA, UEFA, BBC Olympics and the current Rugby 

World Cup for ITV. He also has pioneered taking ‘classical’ into the 
mainstream with the like of Dame Kiri Te Kanawa, Jose Carreras, 

Bryn Terfel, David Garrett and Andrea Bocelli.

ANDREA HAMILTON - PRODUCER
Andrea Hamilton is an award-winning visual artist and published 

author known for her monumental light-boxes of natural phenomena 
like icebergs, her candid portraits of London's creative personalities 
and her blog The Colour Project. A graduate of Oxford and Brown, 

she trained as a lawyer and worked in banking before establishing her 
art practice. Hamilton runs AH Projects & Events at AH Studio which 
curates artists and designers across all disciplines and partners them 

with environmental and humanitarian organizations.

PAUL MYER HOPKINS - LOGISTICS AND MEDIA
Paul Myer Hopkins’ many skills have proven invaluable from the 

developmental stages of THE MOONS SYMPHONY including music 
studio management, photography, video and editing, as well as print 
publications and social media management. It might also be worth 

noting that Paul is THE MOONS SYMPHONY's #1 fan 
and husband of Amanda Lee Falkenberg.
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The breadth and scope of THE MOONS SYMPHONY is attracting interest 
from a wide variety of leading institutions and organizations.

The carefully researched SCIENCE of the libretto was presented to flagship Project Science Groups at 
Caltech and NASA/JPL in 2018. And Amanda is arriving to us from Geneva, having been invited to present at 
the largest European gathering of planetary scientists to date (EPSC-DPS) in which THE MOONS SYMPHONY 
was presented to five different groups of scientists.

The MUSIC  from the powerful 7th movement was chosen as the perfect accompaniment for the Apollo 8 
video that premiered at the Kennedy Space Center IMAX Theater to celebrate the 50th Anniversary.

The OUTREACH potential (STEM) of the work has interested educational institutions, including The 
American School of Dubai where she presented at their TEDx Youth Conference. THE MOONS SYMPHONY 
has recently been invited to headline the Science on Stage Festival in Cascais, Portugal next month.

The ARTISTIC concept of the science-inspired libretto accompanied by dynamic visuals has made it a 
popular selection for art exhibits, including the American Astronomical Society 2019 in Seattle, the Houston 
Space Center 60th Celebration, and the upcoming 'Art of the Cosmos' in Pasadena, 2020.

OUR MISSION
Our vision is to now build on the momentum that is creating global interest, with the ultimate goal 

being to raise the world's awareness by strengthening our relationship with 
the moons, our solar system, and our Earth.

THE NEXT STEPS - PHASE A
1. A full orchestral and choral recording of the 7 movements with a world class orchestra, choir, and 

conductor to replace the current computer generated demo recordings.
2. A World Premiere Performance of THE MOONS SYMPHONY with orchestra, choir and guest soloists.

THE INVITATION
We invite you to become part of this project, in whatever way you feel able to contribute. 

We welcome your input whether for business affairs, legal services, media, theatrical, funding or other. 
We ask for you to email this feedback by the end of September to:

Rick Blaskey - rick.blaskey@tmmp.co.uk    or    Amanda Lee Falkenberg - amandafilmmusic@gmail.com

THE TIMELINE
November 2019 to June 2020

www.themoonsmusic.com

THE STORY SO FAR

WHAT IS ON THE HORIZON?


